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“The doctor of the future will give no medication, but will interest 
patients in the care of the human frame, diet and in the cause 
and prevention of disease.”
~ Thomas A. Edison
Medicine is only as effective as it is precise and data driven.

Even the most promising animal models trials have proven not to work as expected 
when progressed to human trials. For this reason, effective medicine from humans 
should be derived from the science of the human species.

Medicine derived the science of human patients is moreso, as individual 
differences and predispositions have become more and more highlighted through 
individual responses to drugs, genetic predispositions, etc.

Greater precision, therefore, can accelerate progress, as well as set the focus 
clearly on personalised medicine which employs the greater precision to the 
specific case of each patient.

The following chapter examines the current state of the constituent technologies of 
P3 medicine and the extent to which P3 technologies are ready to go.

It does this by examining P3 at the industry forefront and by considering the 
necessary configuration of the optimal conceivable P3 medicine clinic: which 
technologies will it use, and how?

Conclusions concerning the technological maturity of P3 are then made using 
terminology already familiar to the aerospace industry: the ‘Technology Readiness 
Level’ or TRL.
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Exclusive access to advanced
restorative medicine technologies

Healthy lifespan extension and ageing
processes reversal to a young state

Personalized longevity programs

Health management by world
leading experts

Personalisation and precision of 
diagnostics, prognostics and
treatment for individual patients

01

02

03

Personalised diagnostics, prognostics and
therapeutics
Virtual human body for health monitoring

Continuous health monitoring by the world
leading experts

Exclusive safe testing of novel therapies
on individual`s stem cells, skin and other
organs

Overview of the Progressive Model of 
P3 Medicine Platform
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Precision 
Diagnostics

Advanced 
Prognostics

Personalised
Experimentation

Preventative
Treatment

Multi-Omic
Sequencing

Non-invasive
continuous
monitoring

Total-body imaging

Virtual Human
Prognostics

Personalised in
vitro Prognostics

Intelligent in silico
Experimentation

Personalised in vivo 
experimentation
on human skin

Gene therapies

Cell therapies

Tissue engineering

Small molecules & 
biologics

Pipeline for the Progressive Model of 
P3 Medicine Platform

AI & Deep 
Learning-based 
prognostics

AI & Deep learning-
 based biomarker 
development
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Precision, Preventive and Personalized Medicine
P3 Medicine:

Precision 
Preventive 
Personalized 

Medicine that focuses 
on the integrated 
diagnosis, treatment 
and prevention of 
disease in individual 
patients.

http://www.5280.com/2015/12/take-it-personally/
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Precision, Preventive and Personalized Medicine

275 

Healthcare systems primarily focus on 
patients after they present with 
disease, not before. The emerging 
field of precision health encourages 
disease prevention and earlier 
detection by monitoring health and 
disease based on an individual’s risk. 

Active participation in health care can 
be encouraged with continuous health- 
monitoring devices, providing a 
higher-resolution picture of human 
health and disease. However, the 
development of monitoring 
technologies must prioritize the 
collection of actionable data and 
long-term user engagement. 



Precision Healthcare Overview
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Monitoring, Analysis, Recommendations, Marketplace, 
and Scientist/Doctor Community

Monitoring 
wherever you are

View results 
anywhere

Your community 
anywhere

Recommendations 
Anywhere

Portable HealthTech
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P3 Medicine actively employs the latest scientific achievements which help prevent disease, thereby avoiding a 
failure of performance, quality of life and life expectancy. Within this framework, a key role is given to the 
prediction and prevention of disease. Therefore, the search for new methods of diagnosis which would allow 
identifying the disease at an early stage, before the formation of the pathological process and the development of 
effective means of drug-based prevention, have become the main objectives of the medical science of the 21st 
century. 

Thus, the main tasks P3 Medicine include: 

• Determination of signs of the disease at the stage of preclinical pathology in conjunction with the identification 
of targets for adequate prevention; 

• Targeted correction of the violations with the goal of pharmacological prevention, which belongs to the 
category of preventive measures that contribute to the suppression of the pathological process in the preclinical 
stage.

https://file.scirp.org/pdf/IJCM_2014072514280488.pdf

Personalized Medicine

individualized healthcare

Individualized therapy with 
medical/technical systems

Individualized therapy 
with drugsIndividualized diagnostics, 

prediction and prevention

Individualized “holistic” 
medicine

Individualized patient 
records and patient models

Individualized assistance 
with IT based systems 

(Home Care)

Individualized therapy with 
IT assisted systems (OR)

Individualized therapy with 
autologous cells
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Fundamentals of P3 Medicine

The ability of P3 Medicine to forecast, to predict and to 
prevent is rooted in the achievements of genomics, 
proteomics, metabolomics and bioinformatics which are 
being implemented into daily practice to visualise lesion 
foci that were previously unknown to clinicians. 

These changes are rooted in new science covering 
systems biology and biomedicine, and utilizing a new 
generation of translational tools to implement the new 
concepts and technologies into clinical practice. Therefore 
it is necessary to create a new strategy that takes into 
account the individual features of the organism.

Complete diagnostics of the organism, the creation of 
individual genetic passports, development and correction 
of treatment strategies based on the individual features of 
genetics, metabolism and microbiota of a particular 
organism—all these tasks belong to P3 Medicine. 
However, holding such a colossal amount of expensive 
and complicated research would be impossible without 
translation of the latest scientific achievements into 
practical medicine.

https://file.scirp.org/pdf/IJCM_2014072514280488.pdf
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Specific think tanks, laboratories, workshops and conferences should be launched and applied. We can consider 
this a Manhattan project, but once this pipeline is created the next steps will proceed much faster because we can 
predict that multiple clinics will adopt this framework, and will improve themselves through competition and 
collaboration. 

A very optimized pipeline could be created in 5 years, and with less advanced capabilities and less optimized, it 
could be done even now. 

When positive predictions regarding some specific interventions are confirmed, they should be tested already in 
vitro in micro doses, and then immediately follow up with diagnostics (to measure the outcomes in reality) and to 
assess whether the dosage should be increased or the compounds in the cocktail changed, based on monitoring 
of the patient fully in vivo. 

Therefore, after the experiment phase comes the stage of precision treatment or prevention. There should be no 
significant difference between treatment and prevention (heavy doses would be applied to pathologies that have 
already developed, while lesser doses would be applied to early stage pathologies and zero stage pathologies i.e. 
processes that have started but are not yet recognized as pathology). 
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Radioresistance
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One of the greatest hurdles of space exploration from a biological standpoint is the large amount of ionising 
radiation present in outer space. The phenomenal doses, compared to Earth under its protective dense 
atmosphere, are enough to severely impact humans. One of the most prevalent and clear associations between 
exposure to radiation and disease is the development of cancer as a result of DNA mutation.

Unsurprisingly, focus is building on ways to 
protect astronauts from this radiation. A 
roadmap to enhance radioresistance for 
space colonisation has been produced to 
help accelerate this research.

But first, what is the relationship of space 
travel to longevity? The truth is that 
SpaceTech is very well funded. Progress 
in this sphere could easily galvanise 
progress in biomedical gerontology as a 
result, and yield synergistic benefits to all 
of humanity.

Space exploration technologies have 
already hugely impacted the everyday lives 
of people around the globe, in often 
indirect and lesser known ways. Their 
potential for extending into healthcare 
through enhancing radioresistance is 
therefore considerable. http://www.oncotarget.com/index.php?journal=oncotarget&page=article&op=view&path%5B%5D=

24461&path%5B%5D=76813
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The roadmap to radioresistance 
highlights promising 
approaches to conferring 
radioresistance to those in 
space. One of these is medical 
selection of radioresistant 
individuals. It is possible that, 
just with any other condition, 
there are genotypes that are 
more resistant than others to 
the nocive effects of radiation. 
Isolating these variants and 
perhaps introducing them in 
gene therapies to enable those 
that don’t have them to also 
become radioresistant is an 
appealing option.

Other approaches include 
biobanking and hibernation 
which could attempt to bypass 
exposure to radiation 
altogether, or rectify damage 
with the use of the astronaut’s 
own tissues to replace or 
replenish affected parts of the 
body.

http://www.oncotarget.com/index.php?journal=oncotarget&page=article&op=view&path%5B%5D=2446
1&path%5B%5D=76813



The Paradigm Shift from Treatment to Prevention 
The 21st century marked the beginning of a global 
transformation in medicine, which was characterized by a 
changing in the fundamental principles of treatment and 
prevention of disease. Translation of the advanced discoveries 
of fundamental sciences directly into clinical practice not only 
provides new methods and campaigns which are designed for 
“protection of individual health”, but also allows focusing on 
diagnostics of diseases that have not yet arisen, and 
consequently gives an opportunity to prevent them.

P3 Medicine is a new healthcare model that notifies people of 
the health conditions they’re predisposed to and it reveals the 
biomarkers and thus the agents to improve and to secure health 
and individual “biosafety”. Meanwhile, implementation of P3 
Medicine requires the adjustment of technology for proper 
interpretation of diagnostics and predictive data before the 
current “physician-patient” model can be gradually displaced by 
a “medical advisor-healthy person-at-risk” model.

https://file.scirp.org/pdf/IJCM_2014072514280488.pdf
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This approach should be based on postulates which will change culture and social mentality: The first one is the 
impact of human responsibility for our own health and for the health of our children, and active involvement in the 
preventive measures for strengthening public health and a country’s biosafety. 

The second one is the creation of legal bases to satisfy all societal needs for protection of individual 
health—regulations of the state insurance in the P3 Medicine. And, for sure, it’s necessary to radically change the 
system of medical training, and designing novel approaches to build the academic schools of new generations.



The optimal P3 medicine clinic would presumably combine geroscience, integrative health, 
digital medicine, precision medicine and ‘personalised clinical trials’ to address the root causes 
of ageing.  

  

Ageing 
Therapy
The first clinic to 
precisely measure and 
treat biological ageing.

  

Clinical 
Results
World-leading clinical 
research discovers 
medicines that disrupt the 
healthcare industry.

  

Experiment 
Fast
Continuously integrate novel 
diagnostics, prognostics and 
therapeutics into personal 
packages of 30+ therapies 
for clients.

Clients track and lower their 
biological age across 

multiple organs

Novel therapies validated

Incubate and accelerate 
diagnostics and 

prognostics

Rapid iteration and 
optimisation of client’s 

health
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Digital avatar visualizes a combination of biomarkers and other diagnostic results

Precision Diagnostics

Metabol-
omics

Imaging

Prote-
omics

Pathology 
biomarker

Cell 
biology

Molecular 
biology

Gen-
omics

Transcript
-

omics

  Collect your data today:
● Blood samples
● Biomarker analysis
● Database of personal biomedical data stored on 

blockchain

   Future benefits:
● Data driven analysis of biomarkers dynamics 

over time
● Analyse the changes in your digital avatar
● Personalized interventions
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Multi-Omics
Sequencing

Non-invasive
continuous monitoring of 
biomarkers 

Multi-modal total-body 
imaging

Qualitative functional tests

Whole-body and organ specific biological 
age calculation based on biomarkers

3D integration of 
cross-sectional tissue and 
organ imaging 

Precision Diagnostics



Young.AI
Beta 1.0
Blood marker 
panel for 
estimating 
biological age.

The digital 
avatar 
ancompasses 
multiple types of 
data including 
photos of the 
face and hand, 
transcriptome 
data and basic 
information 
such as 
chronological 
age, weight and 
height. 
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A virtual profile of all health data will be generated through collection of multiple types of data, some of 
which will be visualised in 3D. Biomarkers, for example, are extremely useful in P3 medicine. They serve 
not only to diagnose issues, but also to predict the ageing rate of each individual. Gathering more of this 
type of data e.g. periodic blood tests, will enable a complex, highly personal picture of each person.

Not only would this be extremely beneficial on an individual basis, but the added accuracy and size of the 
data sets means it will inevitably provide an invaluable source for AI to pick out key trends for each kind of 
patient cohort, or indeed work out the cohorts itself.

Despite being a trove of knowledge for health practitioners and researchers, individuals will still be the sole 
proprietors of their own health data, allowing them to control who sees what, and how this data is used 
for various monetisation purposes. This is enabled by blockchain storage of patient data.

In addition to biomarkers, all other types of data relevant to healthcare will be integrated into the digital 
avatar. Health records, medication, lifestyle, etc. will be fed into the profile. The ability to process patient 
data on a bigger scale compared to traditional medicine enables truly personalised healthcare, and 
removes the difficulties of identifying individual patient backgrounds and needs, that doctors may fail to 
obtain in time.

With the technologies of healthcare advancing, the digital avatar will evolve from a data collection and 
disease focused tool to a truly longevity focused tool. Instead of looking at unidimensional, disease-linked 
biomarkers, it will be able to look at the whole organism in an overarching health point of view, and focus 
mainly on prevention and extending patient healthspan.

Digital Avatar - Virtual You
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Young.AI is one such digital avatar, powered by AI to take biological data and assess patient health and age. The 
power of taking patient information and plugging into an AI-driven, digital environment is that not only does it 
enable insights impossible to obtain otherwise, but it allows for a powerful analysis of all these layers of data over 
time. 

A truly 3D visualisation of patient health includes time, and follows not only deteriorations but also improvements 
over custom timeframes that allow interpretation based on personal circumstances including changing lifestyle, 
trialling treatments, etc. As such, a patient may be able to see how their body has been changing over 5 years in 
terms of health, function, biological age, etc.

A patient may see that 
their biological age is 36 
in 2021 - younger than a 
couple of years before, 
and younger than their 
chronological age of 37.
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Diagnostics Panel for Digital Avatar

Marker 1 Marker 2

Marker 4 Marker 5

Marker 10 Marker 11 Marker 12

Marker 7

Marker 16

Marker 3

Marker 17

Marker 13 Marker 14

Marker  8 Marker 9

Marker 18 Marker 19

Marker 6

Marker 15

Marker 1 Marker 2

Marker 4 Marker 5

Marker 10 Marker 11 Marker 12

Marker 7

Marker 16

Marker 3

Marker 17

Marker 13 Marker 14

Marker 8 Marker 9

Marker 18 Marker 19

Marker 6

Marker 15

Time

Biomarker panel 

Sequencing

Functional 
Tests

Micro
biome

Imaging 

Bio-
markers

Biological
Age 
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Examination 
At our clinic every 6 
months (4 - 8 hour 
session).

Ongoing support and 
tracking via 
telemedicine.

2 or 4 hour* clinical 
session

● Next-Gen physical exam
● Fitness testing
● Wearables and app 

training
● Health counseling

Total body P3 MRI
Total body 
Ultrasound

Blood
Fat & skin
Microbiome
Urine
Breath

ANALYSIS

>16 hours of Specialist 
Physician research time.

 100GB data analysed through 
20+ software programs. 

3D reconstruction of medical 
imaging.

 Proprietary P3 BioAge, Health 
and Fitness Scores.

Samples 
taken

Eye imaging
Total Skin imaging

2 or 4 hour* imaging session

Premium Services On-Location



Personal Reports

Developed by a team of 
doctors and scientists, to 
help users complete a 
personalised Medical 
Examination

● Full health and fitness 
“audit”

● Recommendations on 
measures that can be 
taken, using Eterly, for 
better longer term health

● Eterly longevity “score” 
and tips on how to 
improve score

● Programs incentivised 
through tokenization

Virtual You 
Interact with every aspect 
of your health and share 
with your physician.

● Get to know your mind 
and body intimately

● Access daily updates 
and see improvements 
in real time

● Experiment with 
predictive analysis; “how 
might my health improve 
by following different 
programmes”

● Identify goals and earn 
tokens

Personal EHR

Rapid access to  
supplements, clinic 
referrals, doctors and 
fitness coaches 

● Curated products 
from “Open 
Marketplace”

● Peer reviews 
● Discussion forums
● Access new products 

from curated,  
recommended 
pharmaceuticals

● Access to top level 
medical centres and 
research / staff

Biomarkers

User inputs personal 
“biomarkers” to 
assist with achieving 
personal anti-aging 
goals 

● Monitor biomarkers 
to track progress of 
fitness regimes

● Use biomarkers to 
monitor specific 
issues e.g. skincare 

● Explore new 
technologies and 
treatments related 
to specific 
biomarkers
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Personalized Health Reports



A cohort of AI-driven apps and assistants are being developed to fulfil the promise of P3 medicine. They range 
from health and fitness mobile apps, to data analysts for health and beauty.

Eterly for example is a mobile app developed to incentivise users to share their health and fitness data on 
blockchain and provide insights and prompts through an AI-driven chatbot. By regularly collecting user data on 
diet, exercise, sleep and more, it allows a large database to be built where users own their data and can share it 
with researchers and clinicians.

P3 Mobile Apps and AI assistants
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Multiple streams of data are 
analysed for each user individually to 
provide an overarching

Longevity Score which tracks their health and 
wellbeing. Incentivising tokens are issued to 
users based on how much they engage with 
Eterly.

Tokens can be exchanged for cutting edge 
medical and fitness rewards. The Longevity 
Assistant prompts users to provide various bits 
of information over time, via an intuitive and 
stimulating interface. Data can be manually 
added, or automatically sent to the app from 
other trackers such as Fitbit or Apple Watch.

As feedback, the AI chatbot provides blurbs of 
pertinent and personalised information at key 
times of the day to educate and encourage 
users in their health and longevity journey.



Other AI apps are also being developed, such as doc.ai and Youth Laboratories. Doc.ai aims to employ AI to 
enable patients and researchers to share their data safely and benefit from pooling together relevant data from 
specific patient cohorts or for certain conditions.

Insurers incentivise the collection of data and discovery of new insights and treatments, and patients and scientists 
get rewarded for participating. Users get paid in doc.ai currency named Neurons every time they share complete 
data, while researchers get paid large sums once they’ve developed a successful new treatment based on the 
data submitted and handled by AI.

Doc.ai also runs research such as the Inclusive AI Project that aims to correctly develop AI that accounts for 
diversity of people. By curating a large number of selfies and their attached data e.g. gender, age, height and 
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Weight, AI can eventually hold a powerful 
predictive ability for any individual.

Youth Laboratories is a company focusing 
specifically on the skin and attempting to 
develop big data analytics capable of detecting 
early signs of disease, as well as to handle the 
issues surrounding beauty that are associated 
with biological age and that are so prevalent at 
the skin level.

Youth Laboratories runs Beauty.AI (the first 
beauty pageant judged by AI) and RYNKL (the 
mobile app that determines the extent of face 
wrinkles from a photo and generates a score 0 - 
100).



Time

Biomarker panel 

Advanced Prognostics

Digital avatar does not only visualize the biomarkers and state of health over time but is also predictive. Using AI 
this data will be used to predict health of patient, show where the most critical issues will be in specific organs and 
tissues. 

This is the tool that will first serve as a platform for data science tech applied to prediction of pathologies. Also, it 
will be a tool and platform for brainstorming consultation from group of doctors. For example, doctors can use a 
visualization of a body of a patient, and predict that in 5 years specific tissues will have problems. This data will be 
analysed and doctors will be able to discuss what can be done now to prevent those problems. 

Digital avatar will be a map of health battlefront, and doctors can strategize on how to minimize future pathologies
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Virtual Human
Prognostics

Personalised in
vitro prognostics

Deep learning-based 
biomarker analysis for 
disease and disease 
outcome prognostics

Personalised prognostic 
transcriptomic analysis using 
patient-specific cells

Personalised prognostic 
microbiomic analysis using 
patient-specific cells
Personalised prognostic 
epigenetic analysis using 
patient-specific cells

Advanced Prognostics



Personalized Prognostics Companies

Emulating human biology to understand how diseases, medicines, 
chemicals, and foods affect human health.

Emulate Inc.’s Organs-on-Chips technology places living human cells 
in micro-engineered environments – to recreate human biology. 
Emulate’s integrated system provides a window into the inner-workings 
of the human body, and is designed to predict human response with 
greater precision and detail than today’s cell culture or animal-based 
testing experimental methods.

Emulate is developing a wide range of Organ-Chips and disease 
models through collaborations with industry partners and internal R&D 
programs. It is also working with clinical partners to produce 
Organ-Chips personalized with an individual patient’s stem cells, for 
applications in precision medicine and personalized health. The 
founding team pioneered the Organs-on-Chips technology at the Wyss 
Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering at Harvard University.

Health Nucleus, a clinical research and discovery center, is a health 
intelligence platform integrating genomics, advanced clinical imaging 
and robust machine learning in a spa-like setting. Using their 
proprietary technology to identify actionable opportunities today, they 
empower you and your physician to proactively plan for a longer, 
healthy life.

The Health Nucleus evaluation provides an unprecedented, 
data-driven quantitative health assessment designed to screen for risk 
factors and early signals of the most critical diseases to know more 
about your health than ever before.The services include detection of 
cancer, neurodegenerative/ neurovascular, metabolic, and cardiac 
diseases. 

Health Nucleus integrates whole genome sequencing data with  
phenotypic data paving the way for truly personalized precision 
medicine.



Samples sent to specialist labs for:
 
● Whole Genome and Microbiome sequencing;
● Epigenome Biological Age ‘EpiAge’ & telomere 

length;
● Fat tissue Mesenchymal Stem Cell Biobanking;
● 1,000 other blood/functional biomarker analysis;
● Precise biological ages and disease risks 

calculated and tracked in Virtual You;

● Personalised lifestyle, nutraceutical, drug, 
cosmetic and device intervention plan to 
reduce biological age, disease risk & increase 
performance;

●

Results and Personalised Medicines Program 

● On-going ‘Portable Medicine’ with doctors, nurses and leading-specialists.
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Organ Specific Biological Age (OSBA) calculations would allow P3 medicine clinics 
to predict the rate of decline in health of each organ and the progression of 500+ 
ageing diseases, such as dementia.

All 100+ organs 
in body 
analysed

Your 30 year disease risk 
forecast calculated 

Referenced vs 
500+ ageing 
diseases in P3 
Database

Results guide clinical 
prioritisation and 
preventive medicine 
prescribing

30 Year Health Forecast
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Intelligent in silico
experimentation

Personalised in vivo 
experimentation
on human cells

Real time tracking of changes in 
health and aging biomarkers in 
response ongoing treatments

Personalised ex vivo experimentation
on 3D bioprinted tissues and organs 
using patient-specific cells

Organ-on-a-chip 
systems

AI based personalized biomarker 
development and drug response 
profiling via Deep Learning and 
Generative Adversarial Networks

Personalized Experimentation
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Personalized Experimentation Full Cycle Pipeline

2018 2030-2033

Cycle speed:
slow 

(6 months - 3 years)  

Cycle speed:
real time

ADVANCES IN AI 

in vitro mouse model with 
xenografts

chip

close relativereal twin or 
twin body simulator

user’s body
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2025

Cycle speed:
slow 

(1-6 months)  



The process of pipeline of P3 medicine clinic starts with advanced diagnostics (assembling of digital avatar, 
mathematical combination of all assembled parameters from different types of diagnostics - blood, tissue samples, 
genetics, urine) then analyzing multiple parameters, and obtaining the results.

A group of doctors empowered by AI algorithms will create the most probable scenarios of detection of most pathologies 
and estimation of timeframes, and produce a list of recommended interventions (when and how they could potentially be 
applied). After having the list of possible interventions, the process of personalized experimentation can start. This 
chapter will describe specifically the concept of how personalized experimentation should be done. 

An important example of this are drug cocktails. For example, consider the case of geroprotector cocktails. The current 
recommended list of geroprotectors consists of 100 drugs or bioactive compounds. All of them are either natural or FDA 
approved. We have a cocktail of 100 compounds; we should create a supersystem of high-frequency (close to real time) 
personalized experimentation. We will use in silico modelling (AI will calculate and predict the possible outcomes of 
applying the exact geroprotector cocktail) as applied to the digital avatar of a specific member of the clinic. The second 
stage is to compare in vitro results with in silico results.

The most promising results will be checked in vitro (organoids from a specific member of the clinic, and then installed in 
mice, like “tumographs in mice for cancer”). So these would be tested in silico, then tested in transplanted organoids, then 
validated in the third stage using the skin of the specific person (this constitutes the next stage of bio-environment 
specificity that will be very close to the actual in vivo environment). 

For example, with the skin samples from the patient microfluidics can be used to experiment with the different drug 
cocktails. Cells extracted from tissues should be placed in bioreactor to keep them for multiple further experiments 
(extraction could be done once a month from different tissues, e.g. 100 tissues once, and then have them expanded in 
vitro using bioreactors).

Personalised Experimentation
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The next stage is to have at least 1 (the more the better) very similar digital avatar compared with the given 
person’s avatar in terms of genetics and age, in order to be able to match the results against each other and be 
able to better predict outcomes. For example, an identical twin could be used, or at least a sibling.

Studies such as the one comparing twins where one is on Earth and the other in space will also elucidate the 
environmental effects on individuals, and the limitations of the genetic factors in various diseases and ageing 
outcomes. This should be standardized and systematized, and serve as a conveyor for a very robust and 
structured whole. The entire process should take a maximum of 1 week. At the same time, as much as possible 
should be carried out in parallel to shorten the time between start and finish of 1 multi-tiered experiment.

With further development of these technologies and approaches, and training of AI algorithms, we can estimate 
that this timeframe should be eventually shortened to one day, and in the long term shortened to 1 second (the 
end goal is to create almost real-time hypotheses and experimentation with guaranteed positive results).

There are some obstacles that can only be solved by developing new approaches e.g. the whole process being 
done in a second vs the time it takes to transplant an organoid into a mouse (some of these slower factors will be 
solved by further development of AI systems where we train AI algorithms to speed up what can be sped up, and 
to do it in parallel with the physical, necessary slow parts).

Having enhanced elements of the AI leapfrog the time it takes to do this experimentation, such as doing it more in 
silico than we do in vivo and in vitro, will enable this. AI will give better predictions, and at that point we will need 
less practical experimentation because the state of the art of in silico prediction will be powerful enough by then.
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Accelerating & Shortening The Personalized Experimentation Cycle

As an analogy, trading stocks used to be carried out manually by brokers, showing hands to each other and 
making calls to investors to buy and sell. Then the internet made stock trading automatic and fast, with reaction 
time shortened to minutes, and then came the age of high frequency trading when simple robots could automate 
this process, shortening it to seconds, and now there are AI-driven hedge funds making real-time assessment, 
predictions and execution, maintaining their trading strategies using neural networks to process huge amounts of 
data in microseconds. This process spanned 40 years. For P3 medicine, it should be closer to 25 years. AI 
combining technical and fundamental analysis with high frequency trading strategies, creates an even more 
robust process. This will be described in detail as a special case in Volume 3. Another example is airplane design. 
50 years ago engineers were drawing schemes on paper and calculating design elements by hand, but with the 
age of computers and automated math programs, design was powered by AutoCAD, while mathematical 
programs fast-tracked calculations of aerodynamics, etc. But today we have AI-empowered systems capable, 
without human oversight, to calculate necessary designs and then to 3D print them and test in practice. 
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Real Time 
AI Predictive Analysis

1 microsecond10 minutes1 hour



Most probable 
scenarios

 Personalized 
experimentation

Drug 
  cocktails

Geroprotector

Natural or 
FDA approved

Personalised 
Experimentation

Advanced 
diagnostics



Gene therapies

Cell therapies

Tissue engineering

Small molecules & 
biologics

Natural mimetics of validated 
geroprotectors (e.g. metformin, rapamycin) 

Genetically engineered cell therapies

3D bioprinting

Microbiome engineering
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Preventive Treatment



Preventive Treatment

Small doses of medications

Measurement of biomarkers

Digital avatar visualization

Personalized dose 
optimization

New
 in

ter
ve

nti
on
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Extensive analysis of your tests and your personal preferences and needs helps us create 
a 6 month Personalised Medicines Program for you. 
At the end of each 6 month period, we repeat all our tests and analysis to see how the Program has helped you.

Following each of these 6-monthly results, we adapt your Program to make your results even better. 

Your Program is formed of 5 Therapy Types: 

a. Personalised Diet + Lifestyle
b. Nutraceutical
c. Drug
d. Cosmetic
e. Devices *

The goals of your Program are 4-fold:
1. Reduce your biological age
2. Reduce your risk of specific diseases you are most at risk of
3. Optimally treat your established medical conditions
4. Increase your performance

*Devices includes: Wearables, Session based devices, and Surgical 
Referral

Personalized Medicine Program
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P3 Personalized Lifestyle Therapies

Personalised medicine fact
Tomatoes can spike blood sugar 
in some individuals, promoting 
diabetes.

Personal Genomics
● Diet and exercise programs informed by 

your genome sequencing results 

Blood Glucose optimisation 
● Wearable patch to track your blood 

glucose levels in real time, 24/7 
● Identify foods and behaviours that 

decrease your blood glucose

Sleep optimisation
● World’s most advanced sleep tracking 

equipment, personalised to your needs

Diet and ‘Nutrigerontology’ (Nutrition and its 
role in ageing)

● World-leading nutrition selected to slow 
the ageing process and target your 
priority conditions

1
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Vitamins 
● Accurate vitamin tracking through intracellular and enzyme-based vitamin analysis
● Optimise vitamins far beyond the basic A, C, D, E, K, B complex
● High quality nutraceuticals designed for 

○ High absorption
○ Compound purity
○ Personalised to you based on 

your genetics, gut & liver health and lifestyle
● High dose intravenous (IV) vitamin therapy options

Minerals
● Most accurate healthy and toxic mineral tracking through hair mineral analysis 
● Optimise your healthy mineral levels (Iron, Magnesium, Chromium, Selenium)
● Lower your toxic mineral levels (Iron, Mercury, Lead, Cyanide) through chelation

Natural Products
● Targeted at ageing pathologies and ageing processes (e.g. senescent cells, collagen 

crosslinking, DNA repair, immune depletion) via proprietary formulations
● Personalised to your genetic disease risks (cancer, dementia, cardiovascular 

disease)
● E.g. Nicotinamide riboside (NR), green tea catechins, curcumin (turmeric), apigenin, 

pterostilbene, resveratrol, omega 3s, uridine, neurotransmitter amino acid precursors

The Dale Bresden Protocol 
A 36 component 
personalised diet, 
nutraceutical and exercise 
program shown to slow 
dementia in the first 11 
patients (Aging, 2014).

Optimal Vitamin D 
blood level

P3 Nutraceuticals
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Personalised stem cell creams made from your own skin and fat biopsies
● Genuine human stem cell cream (not ‘plant stem cells’)

Cosmetic nutraceuticals targeted at the Hallmarks of Ageing
● Senescent cells, collagen cross-linking, glycation and inflammageing 

Rejuvenated stem cell facelifts
● Harvest and rejuvenate your own fat stem cells and transfer them to boost 

skin health
     
Cosmetic medicines and surgeries
● Full selection of current best in class cosmetic interventions including 

hyaluronic acid treatments, fat transfer, fillers, botox and reconstructive 
surgery

P3 Cosmetics

 1

2

3

4
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P3 Device Therapies

Heart Rate Variability (HRV) optimization 
Device

● Improve and track your HRV with P3 

Non-Surgical Heart Therapy Device
● Stimulate new blood vessels in your heart 

to prevent heart attacks without surgery

Ultrasound Therapy
● Targeted to remove aged collagen and 

accumulated proteins 

Infrared therapy
● Get the benefits of exercise without 

exercising
● Heal muscle injuries faster
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In this section the focus is shifted to some of the leading clinics that are implementing progressive methods of 
diagnosis and prognosis. They will act as the springboard for exploring the new type of clinic and clinic 
managers, and how the previous healthcare clinic approach will transition more to resemble an engineering 
approach.

One of these is Health Nucleus by Human Longevity Inc., which offers its customers full genomic sequencing and 
full body MRI scans to detect early signs of some types of cancer, cardiovascular disease, lipid abnormalities, 
neurodegeneration and more. Their basic plan is $2,500 and the duration of all of the tests on offer is 1 day.

Another example of a progressive clinical practice is the Comite Center for Precision Medicine in New York 
started by Dr. Florence Comite. Its aim is to predict individual health dispositions through a series of tests 
communicated over the phone or internet through telemedicine followed by an in-person visit to run extra tests 
and go over the results. It claims to be able to predict a multitude of conditions “years, or even decades” before 
any symptoms appear.

Moving further into the future, managers of these types of advanced medical clinics will be required to start 
working as engineers of rockets, and investors in spacetech, in the sense that they would use the TRL 
(Technology Readiness Level) approach. For example, the P3 clinic will require the assembly of many different 
software and hardware components to create a cohesive whole that works to accomplish its mission - like a rocket. 
These components include diagnostic tools, different types of treatment and others.

Clinic managers are the assemblers of these parts, and as the TRL of each part becomes clear, they will be able 
to not just incorporate the ready parts into the clinic, but to also prepare the clinic for the upcoming parts that are 
ready in 3-5 years. The advanced Longevity Reports that will be published in 2018 will establish a framework for 
P3 Medicine Clinic Advancement Scoring.

The Business of P3 Medicine Management
Assembling Strategy for P3 Medicine Clinics
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The Comite Center for Precision Medicine in New York developed the Precision Health Engine model for 
curating all data pertaining to each patient into a personalised report that can be used to ameliorate any 
illness or underlying state of disease, in order to enable the treatment necessary to restore the body to a 
healthy state. Lifestyle, family history, genomics, metabolomics, wearables and other are included.
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DOC.AI: Decentralizing precision medicine with AI
Doc.ai is an online, blockchain based 
platform seeking to aggregate health 
data and prepare it to be mined.

Data is collected, unified into structured 
data sets about specific diseases, and 
shared with scientists who cluster data 
based on health profiles and build AI 
powered predictive models on top of it. 
These models are then trained and 
refined further by the network. 
Ultimately, the best predictive model is 
selected, and the creator earns a 
reward.

This process is able to unlock 
actionable healthcare insights that take 
individual variation into account, 
leading to patient centric diagnosis and 
better drug efficacy.

Both scientists and data contributing 
users are rewarded with Neuron (NRN) 
tokens. 
Users receive tokens in return for sharing data, which they can use to broadcast a competition for a predictive 
model, creating a bounty for data scientists. Scientists that succeed in building the best prediction model win the 
prize.
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Overview of the group of technologies and their current 
state forming P3 Medicine 

(personalized, precision, preventive) / Longevity medicine
The factors involved in human longevity are so multifarious, and the range of prospective interventions so broad, 
that until very recently anything describable as a ‘longevity industry’ must necessarily have been an abstraction 
defined only by its end product. In that respect the longevity industry is no more defined by a single science or 
technology than the construction industry. Applied geroscience may indeed yield greater longevity, or it may 
simply yield compressed morbidity. Some methods of achieving longevity involve the direct application of 
geroscientific research; some specifically seek to sidestep the need for further research in favour of applying 
regenerative medicine to repair damage already uncovered by such research. Some even involve cryonics, 
another kettle of fish entirely. And so on. When any science studies or produces longevity it is ‘longevity science’.
When the same sciences pertain only to health they are named as disparate fields.  

Sometimes, however, an industry defined by a single end goal can eventually take shape around a particular
necessary core technology. This may be about to happen with the longevity industry. 

The longevity industry may be about to be gain fresh definition in the eyes of investors, etc. from its increasing 
reliance on P3 medicine (i.e. personalized, preventive and precision medicine). P3, being an increasingly familiar 
concept in healthcare over the past few years, promises to be of increasingly central importance to the longevity 
industry, drawing on knowledge gained from geroscience, precision gained from machine learning, and
implementing biomedical gerontological and regenerative medical solutions. 

This, at least, is how progress must be communicated to the types of investor necessary to carry these
technologies to fruition. 

As the longevity industry becomes increasingly an engineering field, it will be necessary to use the methods of
estimating technological maturity already familiar to, for example investors in aerospace.
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Clarifying progress in the longevity industry for the benefit of investors will require 
establishing a separate Technology Readiness Level (TRL) for three prongs of the 
industry. 

Technology readiness levels (TRLs) are a standardised method of estimating the 
maturity of Critical Technology Elements (CTEs). They are determined during a 
Technology Readiness Assessment (TRA) that examines program concepts, 
technology requirements, and demonstrated technology capabilities. 

TRL are based on a scale from 1 to 9 with 9 being the most mature technology, with 
specific TRL levels being assigned to specific technologies by a group of scientific 
experts familiar with each specific technology. The use of TRLs enables consistent, 
uniform discussions of technical maturity across different types of technology. 

By applying it to progressive medicine, we can forecast how long it will take a given 
therapeutic or technology to witness practical applications in the clinic. The darkness 
of each hexagon represents its TRL, with darker colors indicating a low TRL and 
brighter colors indicating a high TRL.  

As the number of prongs to longevity industry increases, we are rapidly approaching 
a point where TRLs become the most consistent and useful metric for progress.

P3 Medicine Clinic’s managers will use TRLs to optimize their clinic’s strategy and 
development plan. 

Wikimedia commons
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The key skills of these professionals will become the assembly of these different components, as well as the 
ability to forecast which ones will be ready, and when. This will allow them to become leading practitioners at the 
forefront of biomedicine, while investors will be able to correctly analyse trends. They will not need to simply rely 
on the promises of scientists, but be able to themselves measure, in a tangible manner, what is possible in the 
next 3-5 years.

We are going to produce a special case study by the end of 2018, where we will give a more comprehensive 
overview showing existing P3 medicine clinics around the world, and propose a framework whereby we can rank 
these clinics quantitatively according to the sophistication of their pipeline (diagnostic, prognostic, experimentation 
and treatment).

Rocket evolution relied on the intelligent 
assembly of many different parts to 
accomplish different overall functions.
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Rather than judging a clinic by the amount 
of money invested in it, analysts will be able 
to judge it on the actual state of its 
technologies. How modern a clinic is will 
become quantifiable in terms of their 
diagnostic, prognostic, experimentation and 
treatment capabilities. This equation will be 
entirely scientific and technological, and will 
be worked out in a straightforward fashion 
without the need for speculation. This will 
significantly de-risk investment and allow the 
best clinics to thrive.



The TRLs for the current state of progress can arguably be 
broken down as follows:

- P3 medicine, in and of itself, being practically applicable 
today, comes out in front with a TRL level of 8 or higher.

- Geroscience research and development, which 
occasionally and sporadically produces applications for 
geroscientific research falls between TRL levels 5 and 7.

- Pure geroscience, being in effect  a form of general 
reconnaissance, likely  falls between 4 and 1.

Technology Readiness Level (TRL)
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The application of TRL to the geroscience, longevity and disruptive bioscience industries will serve as an important 
step toward:   

● Developing the methodology for  tangible and measurable forecasting, strategizing, synergysing and 
optimization of further development of progressive biomedicine, and

● Developing novel investment strategies for financial and investment entities which will specialize in the 
progressive medicine and longevity industries, based on TRLs and precise forecasting with a focus on the 
convergence of technologies

We applied the concept of TRLs to 120+ emerging topics in geroscience R&D today as well as 50+ practical 
applications of geroscience today, to serve as the basis for a more precise and comprehensive framework to 
analyzing, mindmapping and landscaping the field of geroscience and the longevity industry.
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2018 2020 2022
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30% 50% 100%
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Conclusion

The clinic of the future will be a pinnacle of the implementation of P3 medicine. With technologies 
boosting portability, digitisation and cross fertilisation with innovations from other areas such as space 
travel, they will be placed to prevent rather than treat.

A clear focus on precision diagnostics and prognostics will underpin the use of individual digital 
avatars that store and manage patient data securely and intelligently. Thus, location services for 
these clinics will have to be much more centred on advanced and premium offerings such as full body 
scans and other actions powered by the most exclusive technology available.

With data and technology taking over traditional clinician roles, the managers of these new clinics will 
have to start acting like engineers more than anything. Their task will involve assembling these 
clinics and services in the best way possible to maximise patient benefit and fully implement all the 
emerging new technologies.
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